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EARTHQUAKE APPEAL



Early February two deadly earthquakes of 7.8 and 7.6 magnitude 
struck Southern Türkiye and Northern Syria, killing over 45,000 people. 
We responded immediately and we were one of the �rst on the ground 
to save lives.

Our longstanding projects in the a�ected regions, strong reputation 
and decades of experience in responding to emergencies meant we 
were able to respond at the speed we did. However, your donations 
made it all happen. Without you, we wouldn’t have been able to reach 
to as many people as we did.

Here’s what we achieved together so far. Keep up the support so we 
can continue to save thousands of more lives, in Türkiye, Syria and 
beyond



10,000

9,242

PEOPLE IN
TURKEY AND SYRIA

PEOPLE SAVED OVERALL

BECAUSE OF YOU, 
WE’VE SERVED ALMOST 



We distributed ready to eat meals, blankets, 
dignity kits, medical supplies, cash grants and 
food that we know locals know and love. It’s 

always important for us to localise the way we 
give our aid so those who receive it are as 
comfortable as possible in times of crisis

500
BLANKETS
DISTRIBUTED

12,00Litres of
Fuel Distributed



The food items we deliver are commonly eaten in Syria and the 
rest of the Levant region. We do this for all countries we work 
in because we believe people facing emergencies deserve the 
most digni�ed aid. Our localised approach to food aid means 
we allow those who need food the dignity of having control 
over what they eat, but also means we’re able to source our 
products locally. When possible, we buy our aid from local 

businesses to do our bit to keep the economy running, create 
connections for long-term development projects and we can 

keep our carbon footprint low

1,840
BREAD BUNDLES
DISTRIBUTED

4,236
READY TO EAT 
MEALS DISTRIBUTED

700
BOTTLES OF WATER
DISTRIBUTED



Our support extends to individual victims, social institutions 
and families alike. The survivors of the earthquake are trying 

to deal with their situations as a community, so we ensure our 
intervention serves communally as well as individually. Victims 
of the earthquake deserve more than their basic survival needs 
met. Our approach is trauma-conscious and we make sure to 
prioritise the needs of the victims’ mental health as well as 

their physical needs

215 households were provided with 
medical assessments, treatments and 
Psychosocial support with our on-site 
medical team

95 non-food item household 
kits distributed



Once again, thank you for your support. The Muslim Aid family rushed 
to save our brothers and sisters in faith and humanity from the start of 

the earthquake. Your donation made you part of something amazing 
and you’ve given us the ammunition to continue the work we’ve done 

for decades.

“And whoever saves a life it is as though he had saved the lives 
of all mankind" (Qur’an 5:32)


